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Technical features

 Universal converter  

(any external converter can be integrated)

 Full SAP integration without SAP modification

 Delivery as an SAP software component

 Customizable through APIs, BAPIs and BAdIs

 Automatic SAP background process

 Does not load SAP job queues

 Fast, reliable and scalable

 Minimizes processing times, e. g., by down

loading and opening source files only once, or 

avoiding downloading files (CIDEON standard 

part concept)

 Multilingual conversions through CAD layered 

technology

 No conversion limitations

 Native CAD data is augmented with information from 
other sources, such as specifications, bills of materials 
or SAP Business Suite data

 Flexible integration of existing customer solutions into 
processes via scripts

Up-to-date downstream processes

Processes are triggered, e.g., by a change in the status  
of SAP documents: production will be immediately sup
plied with all relevant information for production schedules 
and orders; or service and maintenance will be updated 
with the latest manuals, maintenance schedules and 
orders.

The converter’s status messages facilitate the monitoring 
of ongoing jobs, which are logged in detail and also  
archived. Processes run in the background in order to 
free up SAP job queues.

Data distribution can be securely managed through SAP 
processes. Should the process itself not assign the output 
document, recipients will be informed of the available 
data, e. g., by email.
 

CIDEON Conversion Engine

Optimized generation of neutral  
and exchange formats as the basis  
for business processes

Generate up-to-date product  
information specific to each task

Regardless of the data source or its original format, the 
Cideon Conversion Engine controls product information 
by events, using rulebased processes. The data source 
and original format are thus irrelevant. The Conversion 
Engine collates data on demand and converts it into a 
neutral, exchange, webbased or interactive format such 
as PDF, JT or DXF.

 Companywide access to key information saves time 
and licensing costs

 Optimal protection for the original files

 Files are automatically watermarked, stamped or  
barcoded

 Crosscompany collaboration on an original file, using 
various applications

 Fully automated generation of neutral and exchange 
formats

 Highquality output documents consistently generated 
by the original application

Countless documents are exchanged from the point 

of ideation to that of recycling of a product. Much 
of this information originates from specific systems and 
therefore can be read neither by colleagues in other  
departments nor by business partners or customers.  
The Cideon Conversion Engine enables the automated 
conversion of proprietary data formats, resulting in  
tremendous time saving and quality gains.

Eliminates searching for current,  

compatible versions

Preparation and Conversion  

of CAD- and Office data

Drastic savings in  

document generation

Know-how and  

compliance protection

Standardizes processes and  

output documents


